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We calculate the intensity of y -rays produced in various interaction processes of cosmic 
rays (including their electron component) with the gas and thermal emission in interstellar 
and intergalactic space. The major contribution to they-ray intensity is made by the scatter 
of relativistic electrons on thermal photons, although they-rays from 1r 0-meson decay and 
electron bremsstrahlung may also be important. A comparison of the calculations with the 
observations allows us to consider that the intensity of the cosmic ray electron component 
in the Metagalaxy is at least one and a half to two orders less than in the Galaxy. In addition, 
we discuss the high-energy electron range which could produce magnetic bremsstrahlung 
x-radiation and cause the atmospheric showers with an anomalously small number of mesons. 

THE study of cosmic gamma and x-radiation, i.e., 
the development of gamma and x-ray astronomy, is 
at present an extremely interesting and at the same 
time quite real problem. Cosmic x-radiation may 
arise in the atmospheres of stars, [I] in the inter
action of sub-cosmic rays (particles with an 
energy of E :S 1 to 3 x 108 eV) with the inter
stellar medium [ 2•3] and thermal emission, and 
lastly by the action of cosmic rays. As for the 
y-rays with an energy Ey ;<:., 5 x 107 eV (it is this 
range we have in mind below), they can in practice 
be generated only as the result of collisions of 
cosmic ·ray particles in interstellar and inter
galactic space. Thus a study of cosmic y-radiation, 
and under certain conditions of x-radiation, may 
be an irreplaceable source of information on the 
cosmic rays and gas in the Universe. The corre
sponding analysis is promising particularly since 
we already haveC 4] a whole series of data on cos
mic rays beyond the Earth, whilst there is essen
tially no information on sub-cosmic particles. 

From the point of view of the generation of 
y rays with Ey ;<:., 5 x 107 eV the following proc
esses are of interest: 

1. The decay of 1r0 mesons generated in cosmic 
ray collisions in the interstellar gas. 

2. Bremsstrahlung of the relativistic electrons 
(and positrons) making up the electron component 
of cosmic rays. Here we may include the emis
sion during the annihilation of positrons and during 
the generation of the actual electron component by 
1r±- f.l.±- e± decay. 

3. Scatter of the electron component particles 

on thermal photons (the "inverse" Compton 
effect). 

Processes 2 and 3 also make a contribution to 
the x-radiation but the major role is played by the 
soft part of the cosmic ray spectrum where these 
rays meet sub-cosmic particles whose spectrum 
is not known. Therefore if we are talking about 
the cosmic rays themselves (to be more precise, 
their electron\component) only the following proc
ess is responsible for the x-radiation. 

4. Magnetic bremsstrahlung x-radiation. 
The question of the gamma and x-radiation con

nected with cosmic rays has already been dis
cussed in a whole series of papers (see [ 4-1!] and 
the references therein). However, the results are 
strongly dependent on the values of the parameters 
being used, and, largely for this reason, disagree 
by several orders in the various estimates. More
over, processes 1 to 4 are well known and the 
focal point of the problem is in the field of actual 
calculations and estimates based on a definite 
choice of cosmic ray spectrum, thermal emission 
energy density, etc. The purpose of this paper is 
to carry out and discuss such calculations using 
the data that at present appear the most reliable 
and, partially, have been accepted or obtained by us 
recently. [ 4•8•12 •13] These data could not, of course, 
be taken into consideration in the other papers. 

1. INITIAL DATA 

In the 10 :S E :S 106 GeV energy range the in
tensity of all the cosmic rays can be expressed in 
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the form (where the energy E is measured in 
GeV) 

fer (E)= 1.5·E-2·6 particles/cm 2 ·sec•sr·GeV. (1) 

This spectrum taken in section 18 from Nikol'
skii's dataC 97J agrees with the spectrum given by 
Brook et al.C15J 1l For E < 10 GeV spectrum (19.1) 
leads to an intensity that is somewhat too high. We 
shall therefore also give the approximate value we 
are using for the total cosmic ray intensity on 
Earth, which relates in practice to the particles 
with a total energy E ;:::, 2 GeV. 

I cr (E > Emin) = \ f cr (E) dE 
E:nin 

= 0.23 particles/cm2 • sr ·sec. (2) 

In accordance with contemporary ideas [ 4] we 
shall consider that the cosmic rays with spectrum 
(19.1) fill the whole Galaxy evenly including the 
halo, i.e., a quasi-spherical volume with a radius 
of 5 x 1022 em. 

The relativistic electron intensity in the 
Galaxy can be determined from the data on the 
intensity of the general Galactic radio emission. 
If we take the value of Yo = 1. 7 for the electron 
source spectral index, then in the diffusion model 
with a particle departure time from the Galactic 
volume of Td = 1.5 x 108 years and a magnetic 
field strength of H = 3 x 10-6 oersteds the power 
necessary for the electron sources in the Galaxy 
is [13] 

Q, (E) dE= 8.3-1043 (__!!___)-!.7dE 
nt-c2 mc2 

= 4.1-1041E- 1• 7dE electrons/ sec, (3) 

where E in the last expression is meas.ured in 
GeV. The electron intensity in the vicinity of the 
solar system caused by these sources is shown by 
the solid line in the figure. In calculating this in
tensity it was assumed that the sources are con
centrated in the Galactic disk (for further details 
we refer to a recent paper[13]). 

In the 0.5 to 10 GeV energy range the spectrum 
shown in the figure can be approximated by the 
expression 

Ie (E) "= 2-10-2£- 2 electrons/cm 2 ·sec· sr · GeV (4) 

For the 0.05 < E < 0.5 GeV energy range this 
formula gives a value for the intensity that is not 
more than one and a half or two times too high. 

1)Within the limits of accuracy of the available data and 
calculations we may take the value of 2.7 for the exponential 
index in (1) instead of the 2.6 indicatedJ 16 ' 17] 
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It must be stressed that spectra (3) and (4) lead 
on Earth to the intensity Ie ( E > 1 GeV) = 2 x 10- 2 

electrons/cm 2 ·sec· sr, which is too high. [t3] 

Therefore the values of (3) and (4) must probably 
be reduced by a factor of 3 to 4, which is quite 
possible with a sensible choice of parameters (we 
are thinking in the first place of increasing the 
field strength by a factor of 1.5 to 2). Neverthe
less we give and use spectrum (3) and (4) since it 
was for this that we made our calculations .C509] 

At higher energies ( E > 10 GeV) the electron 
intensity on Earth obtained by the method indicated 
(on the assumption that the source spectrum (3) is 
valid for the whole energy range) is 

I (E) dE= 8.9-105 dE (!!__)-2 
e 1nc2 mc2 

X ~de e-1,7 [1 + 8.3-107 ('";;2
- +)r. (5) 

Ejmc' 

At E > 105 GeV with sufficient accuracy 

I (E) dE= 1.3-106 (!!__)-2 '7dE = 3.2E-2'7dE (6) 
e nw2 mc2 ' ' 

where in the last expression the energy E must 
be taken in GeV. Because of the rapid loss of 
energy in magnetic bremsstrahlung the electrons 
with E > 105 GeV should obviously be concentrated 
in the region of the sources, i.e., within the Galac
tic disk[S]. It must be remembered, however, that 
there is no direct reason for continuing spectrum 
(3) into the E > 10 GeV energy range since the 
radio astronomy data relate to electrons with 
E ~ 10 GeV. The spectrum (5)-(6) is therefore 
given here only because it will be used for the 
preliminary estimates later on. 
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Table I 
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L, em I N(L), cm"2 I M(L), g/cm2 I Wph' ~s 
--~~----------------~-----~~------~---------~----

Galaxy 
in direction of center 7 .1()22 3·1022 6·10-2 } in direction of anticenter 1. 5 .1Q22 6·1021 1. 2·10-2 

0.2 

in direction of pole (including 3·1020 6·10-> I contribution from the halo) t averaged directionally (including 8·10'0 1. 6·10-3 

contribution from the halo) ( 
0.8 

halo (in direction of pole) ::1.5·1022 1. 5·1020 3·10-l J 
Metagalaxy Rph= 5·1027 5 ·1022 0.1 

In accordance with the available data we shall 
below take the values given in Table I for L, N ( L), 
M ( L ), where L is the distance along the line of 
sight in the Galaxy, N ( L) is the number of gas 
atoms on the line of sight and M ( L) = 2 x 10-24 x 
N ( L) is the mass of this gas in g/ em 2 (for the 
interstellar medium which contains about 90% H 
and about 10% He the mean mass of the atoms is 
2 x 10-24 g). It should be borne in mind that the 
table gives rounded-off values and even for the 
disk N ( L) may be twice as much. The concen
tration n = 10-2 cm-3 taken for the halo is probably 
almost an order too high. This fact, however, is 
of little significance from the point of view of cal
culating N ( L) even in the direction of the pole. 
In addition, Table I gives also values for the 
thermal emission energy density wph and data 
for the Metagalaxy which are also by way of a 
guide (see section 8 of [ 4] and below). 

2. GALACTIC GAMMA RADIATION 

The intensity of the y-rays arising as the re
sult of the interaction of cosmic rays with the 
interstellar medium is 

00 

Iy (Ey) = N (L) ~ a (Ey, E) I (E) dE, (7) 
Ey 

where a ( Ey, E) is the differential cross section 
for the generation of a y-quantum with an energy 
Ey from a particle with an energy E and I (E) 
is the intensity of the isotropic (according to the 
assumption) cosmic rays Icr (E) (process 1) or 
of their electron component Ie ( E ) (processes 2 
and 3; in the case of process 3 we have Nph ( L)
the number of photons on the line of sight-instead 
of N ( L)). For they-rays from 1r 0-meson decay 
(process 1) we have (see [BJ ) 

00 

Iy,;;O (> Ey) = ~ I (EJ dEy 
£y 

where Ey is measured in GeV. This formula is 
valid for Ey ~ 1 to 3 GeV. It is possible that it 
is more correct to use a value of 1.6 to 1. 7 for 
the exponential index in ( 8) instead of 1. 8. This 
fact, however, does not in essence alter the con
clusions of [8]. In the low-energy range an expo
nential spectrum can no longer be used. In ac
cordance with the threshold Ey = 5 x 107 eV indi
cated in the preceding section we give here the 
numerical value (seep. 27 of [ 4] ); 

Iy,~o (Ey > 5.1()7 eV) = 8·10-27 N (L). (9) 

For the electron bremsstrahlung we can with 
sufficient accuracy put 

M (L) 1 
N (L) a (Ey, E) = ~ ll' 

y 

( 10) 

where for the interstellar medium the emission 
unit is taken [i8] as 66 g/ em 2. In accordance with 
(7) and (10) 

Iy,brems.(Ey) = 1,5·10-2 M (L) I.(> Ey)/Ey, (11) 

or for the spectrum (4) 

IY,brems {Ey) = 3.1Q-4 M (L) E~2 , 

IY,brems (> Ey) = 3-10-4 M (L) E~1 • (12) 

The values ofiy,7To(>Ey) and ly,brems(>Ey) 
are compared in Table II for Ey = 1 GeV and 
Ey = 4 X 10 7 e V. 

Since the accepted electron intensity (4) should, 
as has been indicated, be reduced by a factor of 3 
and in addition for Ey ;::, 5 x 107 eV the spectrum 
(12) is still 1.5 to 2 times too high it may be con
sidered that the gamma bremsstrahlung is com
parable with but nevertheless 2 to 3 times weaker 
than the y -rays due to 1r 0 -meson decay. 

It is easy to show that the y -radiation arising 
in the generation of electrons and positrons 
( 1r - IJ. - e decay) and the annihilation of posi
trons is considerably weaker than the brems
strahlung (at Ey ~ 5 x 107 eV). In fact during the 
generation of a particle with an energy 
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Table II. 1 
Gamma Radiation Intensity Ly ( > Ey) (in cm-2 • sec-1 • sr- ) 

Galactic radiation I 
Process towards I towa~ds I towards I a.vera~ed Metagalaxy I E 

center anh- I pole directlOn-
"y 

center ally 

(a) 1T 
0 ->y+y 1.7·10-5 

(b) Bremsstrahlung 1.8·10-5 

(c) Inverse Compton 10-5 

effect 
(a)TT 0 ->y+y 2.4·10-• 
(b) Bremsstrahlung 3.6-10-• 
(c) Inverse Compton 5-10-5 

effect --

E = mc2!V 1 - v2/c2 ~ mc2 

an energy is emitted (a = e 2/nc) 

3.4·10-G 
3.6·10-6 

3 ·10-G 

5 ·10-5 

7.2-10-5 
-10-5 

I 

dW" = ~ ( _c_ Inc+ 11 - 2) dE ~~(In 2E -1) dE . . 
rt \ V C - V y .rt lllC'l. ( 

This classical expression (cf. [!9], p. 220) for the 
estimate is also valid at Ey ::=:: E. The number of 
photons is dWy/Ey and the y-ray intensity is 

where Qe ( E > Ey) is the total number of particles 
generated per second on the line of sight (the path 
L). We have shown elsewhere [13 ] that on a path of 
M(L) g/cm 2 the total number of electrons gener
ated is 

Q (E > 0) = 4n1~0(L) ·0.44 ~ 3-10-2 M (L). 

Hence, for example, Iy,gen ( Ey = 5 x 10-2 GeV) 
"" 1 x 10-3 M ( L), whilst 
Iy,brems(Ey = 5 x 10-2 GeV) ""0.12 M(L). 

The annihilation cross section is 

mc2 • 2E J 
CTan= nr!--v-(In-., -1 , 

1!, me--

E » mc2, one photon acquiring an energy Ey "" E+. 
Therefore 

~ 0.1 M (L) ::• {In Z:~: -1} I.+ (Ey). 

Here N ( L) is the number of electrons, but for 
the interstellar medium we can use the value given 
above for the number of atoms so N ( L) is re
placed-by M( L)/2 x 10-24 . For spectrum (4) 

1. 7·10-7 4. 5 ·10-7 2.8·10-5~·cr 
1.8·10-7 4.8·10-7 3 ·10-5~e 1 I3eV 

2-10-5 2·10-5 10-·~e 

2.4·10-6 6,6·10-• 4-1o-•; cr 
3.6·10-6 9.6·10-G 6 ·10-·~. 5-107 eV 

10-• 10-• 4 -1o-•;e 

and 

Even for Ey = 5 x 10-2 GeV this value is 7 times 
less than Iy,brems (see (12)), 

Let us now examine process 3 (the inverse 
Compton effect). The importance of allowing for 
this when calculating they-ray intensity was 
stressed recently. [ 9] 

Obviously 
00 

I.., (E..,)= Nph ~ cr (En E) Ie (E) dE, 
Ey 

( 13) 

where NphiT(Ey, E)= Lfnph(E)CJ(Ey, E, E) dE, 

nph (E) is the concentration of thermal photons in 
the energy range E, E + dE, Nph = L J nph (E) dE 
= Lnph is the number of photons along the line of 
sight and CJ(Ey, E, E) is the effective cross sec
tion for the generation of a y-photon with an energy 
Ey in the scatter of a photon with an energy E on 
an electron with a total energy E; here both the 
thermal and the electron emission are considered 
to be distributed isotropically. 

We shall first calculate CJ ( EY' E) by an ap
proximate method similar to that used by Felton 
and Morrison. [ 9] The energy loss of an electron 
with an energy E due to scatter in unit time is 
(for Ey » E and E « ( mc2/E) mc 2) 

-a;{ = cnph ~ E..,cr (En E) dE" = i cwphoT (,!.f 
= 2.67 ·10-14 Wpb (E/mc2) 2 eVj sec. (14) 

Here 

8 = 2.1 kr, 

CTT = 8~ c:;2 r = 6.65·10-25cm2 

and in the last expression the energy density Wph 
is measured in eV/cm3; formula (14) follows from 
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Feenberg and Primakoff's paper[ 2o] and is also 
derived in the Appendix (an approximate expres
sion was obtained[4] which is three quarters the 
value of (14)). Toobtain formula(14)we may put 2' 

a (Ey. E) = aT6 (Ey- f e (E/mc2 ) 2 ). (15) 

If we substitute (15) in (13) we obtain 

V3 NphcrTmc2 ( 2 /3Ey) 
Iy(Ey)=- v- I. me I ---=-

4 eEY ' 4e 

= NphGT (mc2)l-y (_i_ e) (Y-1)/2 K E-(Y+l)/2 
2 3 e ., ' 

where in the last expression we have Ie (E) 
= KeE -y and Nph = nphL. 

(16) 

We show at the end of this paper that formula 
( 16) is obtained in a precise calculation, the factor 
f ( y) appearing in addition. In this case, for 
example f ( 2) ~ 0.8 and f ( 3) "" 1.0. By putting 
also E"= 2.7kT""" 1.2 eV (T = 5000°) and meas
uring Ey in eV, Wph in eV/cm3 and Ke in 
(cm2 ·sec·sr)-1 (GeV)r1 we have 

I y(Ey) =2.8·10-25 (2,5 -103)Y-1f(r) Lwph K.Ey-(Y+l)/2 

photons/cm 2 • sec. sterad. eV 

I.,(> Ey) = 5.6 . 10-25 (2.5 ,fQ3f-1 I (r)Lwph K.E~<H>I• 
r-1 

photons/ em 2 • sec · sterad (17) 

The loss formula (14) is valid only if 4ZE/mc2 

< mc2, i.e., for the energies 

E < 5-1010 eV •. (18) 

Obviously formulae ( 16) to (17) can be used only in 
region (18). If E > 5 x 1010 eV, formulae (16) to 
(17) produce a value for the intensity Iy that is 
too high. In the region E » 5 x 1010 eV we put 
approximately 

and consider that the energy of the scattered 
photon is equal to the initial energy of the electron 
E. Then if we proceed in the approximate way 
similar to that used for deriving formula (16) 

00 -

!y(Ey)=Nph.nr;<mi•)• ~ ! In (~!)2 1. (E) 6(E.,-E) dE 
Ey 

26 (mc2)2 _1 iiEY 
= 2.5·10- -_2 -Lwph.Ey I. (Ey) In--. (19) 

e (mc2)2 

2)In accordance with (15) the total cross section is 

J cr (E.,, E) dEY= crT, as should be the case at E« (mc 2/ E)mc2 • 

From this and from (14) it is clear that the mean energy of a 
y-photon is %E(E/mc2) 2 and this is also taken into considera
tion in (15). 

For the spectrum (4) we have from (17) 

!y (> Ey) = 2.2·10-23Lw.ph>E~'i•. (20) 

The mean energy of a y -quantum from an electron 
with an energy E is 

4 - ( E )• ( E )2 , Ey=-3E-. =1.6 -. ev. me me 
(21) 

Since the spectrum (4) relates to the range 
0.5 :S E :S 10 GeV, the spectrum (20) is applicable 
for the range 1 MeV :S Ey :S 600 MeV. However, 
even for Ey :S 2 to 3 GeV the value of Iy ( > Ey) 
is only comparatively too high because of the inac
curacy of spectrum (20). 

Table II gives the values of Iy ( > Ey) in ac
cordance with (20) using the data in Table I. 
Rounding off is carried out here and in particular 
the.mean value in all directions is considered to 
be the same as in the directions of the pole (the 
error here does not exceed a factor of two). The 
characteristic feature of they-radiation from the 
scatter of electrons on thermal photons is the ap
proximate isotropy of the intensity, whilst the re
maining processes (interaction with the gas) lead 
to sharp anisotropy. This, of course, was clear 
right from the start (see Table I). According to 
Kraushaar and Clark[ 5J the mean directional value 
is Iy (Ey > 5 x 107 eV) = (3.7 to 11) x 10-4 

photons I em 2 • sec · sterad or on the average 

= 5.5·10-4 photons/cm2 ·sec· sterad (22) 

It is still not clear whether this value is the 
upper limit or the actual flux of y-rays from the 
cosmos. 3' In the latter case if the intensity is 
quasi-isotropic (according to Kraushaar and 
Clark[ 5] this is apparently the case) the corre
sponding y-rays can be considered Galactic only 
by connecting them with process 3-scatter on 
thermal photons. Even in this case, however, 
there is a discrepancy of an order or even more 
since the electron spectrum (4) is, as has already 
been indicated, too high. It is therefore necessary 
to estimate the intensity of they-radiation from 
the Metagalaxy. 

3. METAGALACTIC EMISSION 

The density of the gas in Metagalactic space is 
unknown but the most probable values (for more 
details see, for instance, [ 4]) are 

3)According to recent data,[••] Iy(Ey > 4 x 107 eV) ~ (3.3 
± 1.3) x 1o-•. 
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n = 10-5 cm- 3, p = 2·10- 29 g/cm 3, 

1V (L) = ;J.1Q?2 cm-2, JJ (L) = O.ig/cm2,(23) 

where the path L is the photometric radius of the 
Metagalaxy Rph = 5 x 1021 em. The possibility that 
the gas concentration in the Metagalaxy is n « 10-5 

cm-3 cannot be considered to be excluded but the 
opposite inequality is impossible for reasons based 
on relativistic cosmology. The selection of the 
value for the mean thermal photon energy density 
is also very important. In published papers wide 
use is made of the value Wph = eV /cm3 but we 
think that this is two orders too high. 4l From ob
servational data and estimates we have the density 

Table I), we come to the intensities given in 
Table II. 

If ~e ~ 10-2, the flux Iy ( Ey > 5 x 107 eV) 
reaches the value (22). We think that this result 
is very important. Even if we reduce the Galactic 
value (4) by a factor of 3 the electron intensity in 
the Metagalaxy should be 30 times less than in the 
Galaxy. This, in any case, does not lead to con
tradictions of an energetic nature and is possible 
(for further detail see [12] also section 13 of [ 4] ) • 

As a check we shall assume that in the Meta
galaxy 

(26) 

Then from formula (17) and the experimental value 
(24) (22) we find 

This corresponds, if we are speaking of energy • 
density, to thermal emission with a temperature 
T = 0.8° K. The density f24) is a lower limit, but 
we know no actual reason for increasing Wph al
though this has not yet been excluded. 

We have no direct information on the cosmic 
rays in Metagalactic space. Therefore for the 
Metagalactic gamma and X-radiation, which 
should be highly isotropic (we are not now think
ing of discrete sources) it is more correct to set 
the problem as follows. Let us say that in the 
whole of Metagalactic space in a definite energy 
range 

fcr'(R) = Kcr E-", (25) 

It is then easy to find the intensity of the y -rays 
for all the processes 1 to 3 under discussion. The 
re suits, if we are dealing with the integral spec
trum Iy ( > Ey ), depend comparatively little on the 
choice of the indices y and Ye in (25) .' 

In this connection we shall limit ourselves to 
two examples. We shall consider that the cosmic 
ray spectrum in the Metagalaxy Icr,Mg differs 
from the Galactic spectrum (see, e.g., (1)) only 
by the factor ~cr· Then for they-rays from the 
decay of rr 0-mesons we can use formulae (8) and 
(9). The corresponding values are given in Table 
II. Obviously the value (22) can be obtained only if 
~ cr ~ 1, which seems to us to be highly improb
able. [4•12] We shall now consider that the Meta
galactic electrons have a Galactic spectrum (4) mul
tiplied by ~e· Then, by using the above data (see 

4>Here it is assumed that the emission intensity of all the 
galaxies is equivalent to half the intensity of a galaxy of 
lOth photographic stellar magnitude per square degree. If we 
take for the Sun mpq = - 26.26 we obtain wph = 1.8 x 10-3 

eV/cm3 • 

Ke = 8,3·10-4 BeV1 ' 6 cm- 2 · sr- 1 · sec- 1 

= 6.0·10-8 cm- 2 · sr- 2 · sec- 1 ·erg 1·6 . (27) 

This leads to an electron intensity 
Ie,Mg ( E > 1 GeV) = 5.2 x 10-4 ( cm2 ·sec. sr )- 1, 

i.e., about 40 times less than the electron intensity 
in the Galaxy according to (2). 

Let us also estimate the possible y -ray inten
sity from the whole combination of galaxies Iy, gal· 
Our Galaxy emits in they-band (as the result of 
the inverse Compton effect) about as much as in 
the radio band, i.e., its power is Ly ~ 3 x 1038 

erg/sec. They-ray flux will be too high only if 
we consider all the galaxies to be just as powerful 
y-emitters (the majority of galaxies emit less 
than ours and the contribution from radio galaxies, 
particularly bearing in mind that the thermal 
emission density in them is not high, 5l is probably 
considerably less than the contribution from nor
mal galaxies[ 4J). Furthermore Jy,gal 
= NgLyRph /4rr, where Ng ~ 5 x 10-75 cm-3 is the 
concentration of the galaxies and Ly is their 
mean power. Hence 

JY, gal ~ 6 ·10-10 erg/cm2 ·sec· sr 

or 

I Y, gal (Ey > 5 ·107 eV) ~ J,, gallEy ::(; 10-5 

photons/ em 2 • sec · sr 

This estimate is not, of course, particularly accu
rate but it may nevertheless be taken that the con-

5>we are not thinking now of galaxies of the "super-star" 
type. If the optical emission of these galaxies (3C273-B etc.) 
is of the nature of magnetic bremsstrahlung the y-ray flux (du,e 
to the inverse Compton effect) corresponding to it may be very 
largeJ•75 ] In view of the small number of these sources their 
contribution can be picked out in measurements even with 
measurements with a comparatively poor angular resolution. 
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tribution of Ly ,gal is essentially less than value 
(22). We would also mention that the value (24) 
for Wph is a lower limit and it may turn out that 
it has to be increased by several factors. In such 
an increase, of course, the coefficient ~e is in
creased by the same factor. 

Therefore to explain the experiments of 
Kraushaar and Clark[ 5] (see (22)) it is sufficient 
to consider that in Metagalactic space there are 
electrons (with E ;2:, 1 GeV) whose concentration 
is 1.5 to 2 orders less than the Galactic concen
tration. This value, however, as follows from 
what is said below, is still rather high and should 
be looked upon as an upper limit (the nature of 
Kraushaar and Clark's measurements [5] points to 
the same thing). 

The Metagalactic electrons with an energy E 
produce radio emission largely at a frequency 
v = 4.6 x 10-s H1 ( E eV) 2. Even in a field H ~ 10-7 

Oe at a frequency v = 400 Mc/s it is large elec
trons with E ~ 3 x 1010 eV that are emitters. At 
these and greater energies there is every reason 
to use a spectrum with y > 2. Therefore, just as 
earlier in this book, we shall take y = 2.6 and 
shall make the effective temperature of the Meta
galactic radio emission at a frequency of 400 Mc/s 
less than 10°. Then from the formula[ 4J 

4n K H(Y+l)/2 = 8.9·1022T eff ( v )(Y+3)/2 a (2 6) = 0 083 
c e Mg a(r)L 6,26·1018 ' ' ' 

we can obtain for the spectrum (26) -(27) 

H < (6-1o-•• )o.sss = 10_8 0e. 
Mg 4nK.fc 

(28) 

The field HMg ~ 10-8 Oe is still less than the 
equilibrium field HMg = -/4rrpu2 ~ 10-7 Oe (here 
pu2/2 ;2:, 10-15 erg/cm3 is the kinetic energy density 
of the Metagalactic gas). The value of Ke, how
ever, can probably be reduced by several factors 
so there is no need to think of any difficulties here. 
In addition, we should mention that according to an 
earlier estimate [ 22 ] which is based on unconfirmed 
measurements of the polarization of source 3C295, 
the field is HMg < (3- 10) x 10-8 Oe. 

4. HIGH-ENERGY ELECTRONS AND MAGNETIC 
BREMSSTRAHLUNG X-RADIATION 

The very important question arises of the 
nature of the electron spectrum at high energies 
since the spectrum (4) relates only to the region 
1 < E < 10 GeV and the extrapolated spectrum (6) 
is only by way of illustration. If the spectrum (6) 
were valid up to energies of E ~ 1015 eV the elec
tron intensity in this region of the spectrum would 
be about half the intensity of the proton-nuclear 

component. Moreover, if these electrons do exist 
they would produce the extensive showers which 
are anomalously poor in JJ,-mesons and are gener
ally ascribed toy-rays. [ 6•23 •24] The number of 
these showers is not more than 10-3 to 10-4 of the 
number of all the showers with the same primary 
particle energy. 

Of course, electrons are equivalent toy-rays 
as the sources of these showers. 6> The above
mentioned dataC6• 23 •24] may therefore be looked 
upon as an indication of the upper limit of the 
electron intensity. A similar result is obtained 
from the data on X-radiation. [1] If we continue 
spectrum (6) up to an energy E ~ 1015 eV we 
should obtain an intensity 

IB(E > 1.7 keV) = 1.7-103 quanta/cm2 ·sec· sr 

in the direction of the center of the Galaxy. 
At the same time experimentally IB "" 5 

quanta/cm2 ·sec· sterad. In addition, the electron 
injection power would be 

Em~ ax ( E )0.3 
Q.(E) EdE= 2.8-1044 mc2 m~x · 

m,c 
E<Em~ . 

= 1.4-1041 erg/sec 

It is thus clear that the intensity ( 6) can and must 
be reduced by at least three orders, thus opening 
up a basic possibility of explaining recent re
sults.C6,7,10] 

As an example we shall consider that the source 
spectrum (3) is valid only for E < 1010 e V while 
for E > 10 10 eV 

Q.(E) = 1.6-1042 E-2• 3 electrons/sec • GeV (29) 

Then in the E > 105 GeV energy range 

(30) 

Spectrum (30) is shown by a dotted line in the 
figure. 

In accordance with (30) Ie ( E > 1015 eV) = 4.8 
x 10-14 whilst Icr ( E > 1015 eV) = 2.4 x 1010 

quanta/ em 2 ·sec · sr. At the same time the source 
power is 

co 

Ue= ~ EQ.(E)dE=4.3-1039 erg/sec, 
JoHlev 

which is only 1.5 times higher than the power 
1011 

Ue = ~ EQ.(E) dE = 2.8·1039 erg/sec, 
3·!08 

obtained [13] for the spectrum (3). The magnetic 

6 )The effect of the Earth's magnetic field[ 25 ] is significant 
only at energies E > 1 to 5 x 1017 eV. 
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bremsstrahlung x-radiation for electrons with the 
spectrum (3) has the intensity [SJ 

I B (v) = 5.4·10'9 a (y) LKeH(Y+l)/2( 1.6~10'"f+I)/2 

(31) 

where in the second expression Ke is the coeffi
cient in the spectrum Ie (E) dE = KeE -y dE and 
E is measured in GeV. In accordance with (31) 
for L = 7 x 1022 em (the direction of the center of 
the Galaxy) 

/ 8 (1.6·103 < hv < 6.4·103 eV) 

= 2.6 photons/ em 2 • sec • sr (32) 

Since the ultra-high energy electrons will be 
distributed only in the region of the disk (the re
gion of the sources) or near it the intensity of the 
x-radiation towards the pole is two orders less 
than the value (32) ~ The magnetic bremsstrahlung 
intensity will also be far greater than the thermal 
emission intensity in the Galaxy in the far ultra
violet region. For example, with a thermal emis
sion energy density of Wph = 0.2 eV/cm3 (for 
T = 5000°K) the intensity is 

!v(103A < t. = +<1.5.f03 A) 

= 0,3 photon/cm2 ·sec· sr 

whilst for the magnetic bremsstrahlung even in the 
direction of the pole ( L = 100 pc) in the same range 
Iv ~ 4 photons/cm2 ·sec. sr. 

Thus if we assume that electrons with a spec
trum like (29) are generated in the Galaxy it would 
really be possible to obtain a flux of electrons with 
an energy E > 10 15 eV necessary to explain the 
experiments of Firkowski et al., [ 6] Suga et al., [ 23] 

and of Giacconi et al. [7] in relation to the aniso
tropic component of the x-radiation. This does not, 
of course, mean that electrons with a spectrum 
like (29) do exist. We wish only to stress that the 
assumption that these electrons exist does not 
contradict the available data and energy consid
erations. A certain difficulty connected with this 
assumption is that the electrons with E ~ 10 14 to 
1015 eV lose half their energy in a time of 103 to 
104 years. Their sources should therefore be 
operative at present, i.e., a contribution of ex
plosions of the Galactic core is excluded. Even 
if it is a question of supernovae there should be 
large fluctuations in the spatial distribution of 
ultra-high energy electrons at a mean explosion 
frequency of 10-2 explosions/year. However, a 
decisive method of checking the hypothesis under 
discussion would be direct measurements of the 

intensity of the cosmic ray electron component at 
energies of E > 1010 eV. In particular even if we 
reduce the source power (29) by a factor of 3 to 4 
the electron intensity at an energy E ~ 1011 to 
10 12 eV should be of the order of one percent of 
the intensity of all cosmic rays. There are at 
present clearly possible experimental ways for 
finding electrons with this intensity. 

APPENDIX 

EFFECTIVE CROSS SECTION FOR "INVERSE" 
COMPTON SCATTERING 

Let us calculate the effective cross section 
u ( E Y' E, E) dEy (see formula ( 13) above and the 
paragraph following it) for the generation of a 
y-quantum with an energy in the range dEy during 
the scatter of a thermal photon with an energy E 

on an electron whose total energy is E. We shall 
consider the photon distribution to be isotropic. 

We shall use the Compton cross section taken 
in the general invariant form (see [ 26], Sec. 29; 
we put c = 1 in formulae (A1) -(AS) ) · 

crc (k1, k2 , v) dQ 2 = 2r2 E; {4 (_!_ + _!_)2-4 (_!_ + _!_) 
e m2-xi 'Xt 'X2 'X1 X2 

(A.1) 

where 

re = e 2/mc 2, m and e are the mass and charge of 
an electron, k1 and k2 are the momenta of the 
original and scattered photons, e 1 and e 2 are the 
angles between these momenta and the velocity of 
the electron v, dg 1 and dg 2 being corresponding 
solid angles. 

The energy of the scattered photon is (@ is the 
angle between k1 and k2 ) 

E _ e(i-vcosv,) 
Y - 1- v cos v2 + eE '(1- cos v) 

(A.3) 

The desired cross section is defined by the ex
pression 

(A.4) 

To calculate the integrals in (A.4) we shall use a 
convenient approximate formL 20] of relation (A.3) 
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for E « Ey < E: we find 
00 

E ~ e (1- v cos v1) 

Y ,._.. 1 - v cos v2 + eE 1 (1 - v cos VI) cos V2 
(A.5) ~ o (Ey, e, E) I. (E) dE 

and limit ourselves to the case 

Upon these assumptions the direct calculation of 
(A.4) leads to the cross section 

(A. 7) 

where E y is within the limits 

e < Ey < 4e (E/mc2)2. (A.8) 

By virtue of (A. 7) and (A. 8) the total scattering 
cross-section is 

Ot = ~ o (Ey, e, E) dEy= 8; r; = 0 T (A.9) 

which is equal to the Thomson cross-section and 
corresponds to the approximation (A.6) under dis
cussion. The mean energy losses of an electron 
are obviously 

- dd~ = c ~~ o (Ey, e, E)nph(e) EY dEy de 

(A.10) 

where the total number of photons per unit volume 
and their mean energy are 

(A.ll) 

It follows from expressions (A.9) and (A.10) that 
the mean energy of a scattered photon is 

- 4 -
Ey = 3 e (E/mc2) 2 • 

(A.12) 

Let us now determine the intensity of the scat
tered y-quanta if on the path L the electron inten
sity Ie (E) and photon concentration nph (E) are 
homogeneous and isotropic. Obviously 

00 

!y (Ey) = L ~ nph(e) de 
0 

00 

X ~ cr (En e, E) I, (E) dE, 
E.min 

(A.13) 

where the lower limit Emin = mc2 ( E y /4E) 1/2 is 
determined from (A. 8). Making the electron spec
trum exponential 

(A.14) 

Em in 

For black radiation 
nph e•de 

nph(e) de= .2.404 (kT)" esfkT -1' e = 2~7 kT. (A.16) 

Substituting expression (A.15) and (A.16) in the 
expression for the intensity (A.13) and integrating 
with respect to dE we obtain 

2 ( 2)1-Y ( 4 -)(Y-a)/2 (Y+l)/2 
l y (Ey) = f (r) '3 oTLWph me 3 e K.!Ty , 

(A.17) 
where 

_ ( 0 )y r• + 4r + H (r + 5) (' + 5) I (r)- 4.74 1. 5 <r+t)(r+3)•(r+5)r -2- ~ -2-

r (X) is an Euler gamma-function and 

is a Riemann function. [ 27] 

In particular 

I (1) = 0.84, 

I (3) = 0.99, 

1'1=1 

I (2) = 0.86; 

I (4) = 1:4. 

(A.18) 

(A.19) 

It is easy to see that express ion (A.17) agrees with 
formula (16) given earlier with an accuracy up to 
the factor f ( y). 
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